DESCRIPTION

This is the third book in the Jossey-Bass Reader series, Organization Development: A Jossey-Bass Reader. This collection will introduce the key thinkers and contributors in organization development including Ed Lawler, Peter Senge, Chris Argyris, Richard Hackman, Jay Galbraith, Cooperrider, Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Bolman & Deal, Kouzes & Posner, and Ed Schein, among others.

"Without reservations I recommend this volume to those students of organizational behavior who want an encyclopedia of OD to gain a perspective on the past, present, and future...."

Jonathan D. Springer of the American Psychological Association.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Joan V. Gallos is professor of leadership at the Henry W. Bloch School of Business and Public Administration at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.

RELATED RESOURCES

Instructor
NEW TO EDITION

- **Foreword by Ed Schein**

- **All-star contributor list:** Includes the top names in the field including Warner Burke, David Cooperrider, Jay Galbraith, Chris Argyris, Peter Senge, Peter Vaill, David Nadler, Ed Schein, Richard Hackman, Ed Lawler, Jay Conger, Peter Block, Jerry Harvey, Lee Bolman, Terry Deal, Jim Kouzes, Barry Posner, Billie Alban, and Barbara Bunker among others.

- **Comprehensive Overview of OD Topics:** Covers philosophy and foundations of OD; managing change; appreciative inquiry; action coaching; changing culture and strategy; workplace design; developing teams; developing leaders; consulting; coaching; leading the boss, building and organizing internal support, group process, organizational learning, organizational diagnosis; intervention, facilitation; crisis management; globalization; knowledge management; sustainability, and the role of technology/virtual teams.
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